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The l088 in weight due to volatilization of the Eutal alkali-free glau was.
determined over the temperature range of 1150-1450 °0 in a atream of dry
and moiBt nitrogen (PH,o = 20 kPa). The volatilization rate ia atrongly pro
moted by water vapour pre8aure. An analyaia of the resulta indicatea that the
vapour preaaure of HB02 at the melt 11Ur/ace i11 the decirive /actor.
INTRODUCTION

A survey of literary data on the volatilization of borosilicate glasses was present
ed in ref. [l] dealing with the phenomenon in connection with Simax glass (of the
Pyrex type). As can be expected, volatilization of type E glass (so-called alkali
free glass for fibres) will differ as a result of the absence, or a very low content, of
alkalies (1 wt.%) so that vaporization in the form of alkali mete.borates (NaB02 ,
KB02) is suppressed. On the other hand, the volatilization rate can be assumed
to increase in moist atmosphere owing to the formation of HB02 . An analogy
can be expected with the behaviour of sodium tetraborate melts on the one hand
and that of boric oxide on the other, as far as the effect of water vapour above the
melt surface is concerned; in the former case, the water vapour has a very small
effect, in the latter its effect being enormous [2, 3). As has been demonstrated,
this behaviour is in full agreement with a thermodynamic analysis of the reactions
between the glass melt and water vapour.
The analogy was essentially proved correct by volatilization of the Simax glass.
The results given in [1] were confronted with the data by other authors and found
to be in a satisfactory agreement. In contrast to this, only scarce data on the
volatilization of alkali-free glasses is available in the literature. Oldfield and
Wright [4] also included one alkali-free glass having the composition 51.9 wt.%
K20 among the
Si02, 24.9% R203, 13.2% CaO, 7.1 % B203 and 0.3% Na20
glasses they studied. The weight loss was measured by a thermobalance in a static
atmosphere involving minimum convection. The volatilization losses of this glass,
compared with the others (with the exception of standard soda-lime-silica
glass and a borosilicate glass producing a cristobalite layer) were relatively low;
after 25 h they amounted to approx. 95 mg/cm2 at 1500 °C and to approx. 35 mg/cm2
at 1300 °C. At both 1300 °C and 1400 °C, the dependence of weight loss on
was
,Hnear throughout the measurement (approx. 75 hours), at 1500 °C it was linear
for 40 hours only; however, in all the instances the straight lines did not pass
through the origin, intersecting the time ordinate at a comparatively large distance.
On the assumption of a diffusion mechanism being involved, the activation energy
calculated for the glass was 2.4 eV, i.e. 230 kJ/mol, i.e. a comparatively high value
for diffusion in melt (similar values were also obtained for the other borosilicate
glasses). No crystallization took place in the course of volatilization and only B203
was found in the condensate.
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Further information on volatilization of type E glass melt was obtained from
[5] where the volatilization loss of B203 was determined on two types of boro
silicate glasses in the course of melting, while using various initial raw materials.
In the case of a glass designated "alkali-free aluminoborosilicate E-glass'"
containing 10 wt. % B203, the losses were found to depend strongly on the
type of raw material employed. When "clay" was used as the source of A}z03 ,
the losses of B203 were considerable, obviously as a result of liberation of H20
by dehydration and subsequent formation of HB02 •
Thermal exposure at 1400 °C had interesting results. Up to 5 hours the losses
were roughly the same with the alkali-free and the alkali-borate glass of the
3 C-5 Na type (its composition was not specified). Longer exposures did not
bring about additional losses of the 3 C-5 Na glass, which lost 4 wt.%, whereas
with the E glass the loss kept increasing up to 9.5 % after 30 hours and then also
remained unchanged. The alkali glass, originally containing 18.5 wt. % of B203 ,
lost only 2.1 % B203 while altogether 8.7 % B203 was lost by the alkali-free glass
with a lower boron content. According to analyses of the condensate, this con
tained 94 % of B203 and the rest, 6 %, of alkaline earth borates. The second glass
liberated primarily NaB02 (the ambient atmosphere was not defined, assumed to
be air).
On first sight, the fact that the alkali-borate glass with a higher B203 content
than the alkali-free glas (with an almost half B203 content) showed less volatiliza
tion is surprising. The authors of the study in question explain this by structural
differences between the two melts.
The data on the volatilization of borosilicate glass melts containing alkali
oxides cannot be applied to ,alkali-free glasses owing to the significant role played
by alkali oxides in the volatilization process.
EXPERIMENTAL
An Eutal glass having the composition 52.8 wt.% Si02, 8.3% B203, 21.9% CaO,
13.7 % A}z03, 0.3 % MgO, 0.3 % Na20, 0.5 % K20, 0.38 % Fe20 3, 0.4 % Ti02 was
used in the experiments.
The glass was fused in a platinum boat so as to keep the level slightly below the
top boat edge on melting. The fusing-in was effected at temperatures up to 1150 °0.
The boat was about 4 X 1 cm in size, so that the surface area open to volatilization
was about 4 cm2 (always measured after concluded thermal exposure).
The specimen prepared in this way was weighed and introduced into a horizontal
electric furnace with an inner corundum tube, which was tightly sealed and allowed
the gaseous medium to be passed above the specimen in a controlled manner. The
measurements were carried out in dry nitrogen (desiccated in a column filled with
magnesium perchlorate), and in nitrogen humidified with water at controlled
temperature in a moistening column. Use was made of nitrogen saturated with
water vapour up to PH,o = 20 kPa. The rate of flow of the gaseous medium
during the experiments was kept at 0.5 litre/min (at 20 °C) which, at the given
tube diameter of 2.5 cm, corresponds to v = 9 cm/s (at 1300 °0).
Following thermal exposure at a temperature controlled with an accuracy of
±5 °C, the specimen was removed and its weight loss established. The result
was expressed as the loss in mg/cm2• Each measurement was carried out at
least twice with a freshly fused-in sample.
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To determine the temperature dependence, the losses due to volatilization were
measured at four temperatures ranging from 1150 °C to 1450 °C. The time of
�xposure was always 4 hours. The results of the measurements for the dry and
humid nitrogen atmospheres are plotted in Fig. 1.
, The character of the time dependence was revealed by performing measurements
at 1450 °C at one-hour intervals. The results are plotted in Fig. 2. Both diagrams
indicate a very profound effect of water vapour on volatilization, in the sense
of promoting it, in contrast to the resulte obtained with Simax glass [1].
The volatilization products condensed at the furnace outlet end were analyzed
by flame photometry (alkalies), and using an ion-selective electrode (fluorine).
The dry condensate contained 0.28 wt.% Na, the moist condensate (measurement
with water vapour) contained 0.03 wt. % Na and 0.002 wt. % K. The fluorine
content in the first specimen (originating from the refining agent CaF2) was
-0.038 wt. % .
BO
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DISCUSSION

The time dependence of the amount of substance vaporized from a static melt
is given by a complex formula, including the rate of surface reaction and the
coefficient of diffusion of the volatile component in the melt [6, 7]. If the sur
face process is very fast, the volatilizati_on is controlled by diffusion in the
· melt and can be described by the familiar solution of the 2nd Fick law:

(

Dt )112
mt=2�c 1t
,

(1)

where mt is the weight of the volatilizeµ substance,
�c - the respective concentration difference,
D - the diffusion coefficient, and
t-time.
If the experimentally established dependence m is linear and passes
through the origin, the assumption of a rapid surface reaction has been met
and the slope of the straight line can be considered to be proportional to VD.
The temperature dependence of the amount vaporized may then be expressed,.
using equation (1), by substituting D = D0 exp (-E/RT), obtaining

Vt

mt

2 �c

Vt = Vi

and

log

/RT)] 112
[Do exp (-E

(2)

E
2 . 2.303RT.

(3)

t- = const. -

mt

V

The slope of the relationship of the left-hand side of the equation on 1/T then
allows the activation energy E of diffusion to be calculated.
The time dependence of volatilization losses for the Eutal glass is shown in
Fig. 3; the assumption of a linear relationship between mt a�d Vtis met only
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partially, since distinct deviations appear after short-term thermal exposure�
If the activation energy E is calculated according to equation (3) using the
values obtained after 4-hour exposures, the resulting value of ED= 406 kJ/mol
for the medium of humid nitrogen appears to be inadequately high for diffusion
in a melt. The dependence of log (me/Vt) on 1/T, used in the calculation for
both media, is shown in Fig. 4. In both cases the relationship can be regar
ded as being linear, even though both series of points show a mild but opposite
curvature. In the case of dry nitrogen, the slope and thus also the activation energy
are still somewhat higher, ED= 420 kJ/mol; however, the difference is negligible >
being within the limits of measuring errors.
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The very steep temperature dependence of volatilization losses indicates to the
involvement of an additional temperature-dependent parameter apart from the
diffusion coefficient, most probably the vapour pressure. The initial volatilization.
rate should be proportional to the vapour pressure difference according to the
equation (8),
[g cm-2 s-tJ,
j = Dg(Pe - Po) MJRTIJ
(4)
where

j is the diffusion flux density of vapours from the melt surface (i.e. the

volatilization rate),
Dg - the diffusion coefficient of vapours in the boundary layer of gases lJ
in thickness,
M - the molecular weight of the vapours,
(Pe - Po) - the difference between equilibrium and ambient vapour pressure.
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The relationship between equilibrium vapour pressure and temperature is
-described by the equation
tl.H
lnp = - RT + 0,
(5)
where tl.H is the heat of evaporation, and C is a constant.
If, in the first approximation, the initial rate of volatilization is considered to
be equal to the value calculated from the four-hour exposure, and if the value is
directly proportional to the vapour pressure of the volatile component, the tem
perature dependence of the volatilization rate defined in this way allows the value
of tl.H to be calculated by means of equation (5); the slope of the linear dependence
will be identical with Fig. 4, but the result will differ by a factor of 2, as follows
from the derivation of equation (3). For the volatilization in question, one thus
obtains tl.H = 203 - 210 kJ/mol.
According to various literary data, the vaporization heat of B203 amounts to
325-365 kJ/mol; the reaction heat of the formation of HB02 from B203 (l) and
H20 (g) is 170-188 kJ/mol. The value of 203 kJ/mol approaches the latter data;
in that case it would not be the heat of volatilization, but that of the reaction
1/2 B203 (I)

+ 1/2 H20 (g) = HB02 (g).

The equilibrium constant K of this reaction is proportional to the vapour
pressure of HB02 , and the equation for the temperature dependence of In K is
formally identical with equation (5) for In p except that tl.H represents the re
action heat.
These comparisons indicate that the volatilization takes place mostly in the
form of HB02 . The equilibrium pressure of the substance at the boundary will
be attained in a moist atmosphere, while in a dry one the pressure of HB02 vapour
at the boundary would be very low, being given only by the content of H20
dissolved in the glass, and/or by traces of water vapours in the carrier gas. A simple
calculation shows that for the maximum amount vaporized in a dry medium
(26 mg/cm2 per 6 h), if only HB02 alone were involved, the water concentration
in glass would correspond to 0.25 wt.%. According to L. Nemec [9], the solubility
of water in borosilicate glasses exceeds that in soda-lime-silica ones; Eutal was
found to contain about 0.1 wt. %, However, one should take into account that
in addition to HB02 vapours, also B203 molecules volatilize in a dry medium, beside
alkali metaborates from the small amounts of alkalies contained in the glass.
These considerations are only qualitative in their significance, having been
arrived at with the use of considerable simplifications. Moreover, mention should
be made of one additional phenomenon which influenced the measuring results
in an uncontrollable way: bubbles were formed at the walls of the platinum boat
during the thermal exposure, and sometimes even caused the melt to flow over
the edges. Such measurements had to be eliminated. However, the bubbles escaping
from the melt during the measurement were responsible for convective agitation,
and thus for a higher volatilization loss.
The more extensive volatilization of Eutal glass compared to Simax is in agree
ment with the findings by Oldfield and Wright [4b]. On recalculating the data
it was shown that glass A, used by the authors mentioned, containing 16.2% B203
and 5.9 % Na20 + K20, exhibited a loss of 2.5 mg/cm2 after 4 hours at 1400 °0,
whereas glass E with 7.1% B2 03 and 0.3% K20 lost approx. 10 mg/cm2 during
240
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the same time, i.e. four times as much. This fact is not discussed nor specifically
mentioned in study [4b], except for a mention of extensive formation of a cristo
balite layer on the surface of glass A. A similar result of study [5] was mentioned
in the introduction; the authors offer an explanation based on a difference in the
structures of alkali-containing and alkali-free borosilicate melts. This conclusion
can be accepted while adding that the different structures of the two melts (a weaker
bond of boron in E glass resulting from coordinated arrangement with three
oxygen atoms) may lead to a more ready liberation of B203 for its reaction with
water, whereas the more firmly bound B203 (coordination 4) in Simax slows down
the surface reaction or desorption of B203 and thus also the entire volatilization
process, additionally suppressing it by forming the cristobalite layer.
CONCLUSION

In spite of a very low content of alkalies and a relatively low content of B203,
melts of Eutal glass may exhibit considerable volatilization losses in air atmosphere
in the presence of water vapour which increases the volatilization rate by
a factor of more than three.
The different behaviour of Simax glass melts as compared to Eutal glass melt
is attributed to the difference in the content of alkalies and to the formation of
a cristobalite layer in the case of Simax.
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TEK.A.Nf BORITOKREMI0ITE SKLOVINY TYPU E
Jan Hlavac, Jiri Krejci
Ostav skla a keramiky, Vysoka §kola chemicko-technologicka,
Technicka 5, 166 28 Praha 6
Byly stanoveny hmotnostni ztraty tekanim bezalkalicke skloviny Eutal v rozmezi 1150 az
1450 °C, a to v proudu sucheho a vlhkeho dusiku (Pg2o = 20 kPa). Sklo se nachazelo v Pt lodic
kach, naplnenych az po okrnj, povrch vystavony tekani oinil cca 4 cm2• Ubytek tekanfm byl
stanoven vazenim.
Ke zjistenf teplotnf. zavislosti byly vzorky exponovany pri 4 teplota.ch, s dobou expozice 4 h.
Vysledky jsou uvedeny v obr. 1. Ke stanoveni charakteru casove zavislosti bylo provedeno me
renf pri 1450 °C(obr. 2). Z obou obra.zku je patrny vyrazny vliv vodnf pary na teka.ni. Kondenzat
obsahoval 0,28 hm. % Na, ve vlhkem N2 obsahoval 0,03 % Na. Hlavnf tekajici slozkou je tedy
B,03, resp. kys. borita.
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Jestlize je povrohovy dl\j ryohly, vypafove.ni je iizeno difuzf v ts.veninl\ podle vztahu (1-3).
Zavislost ztrat tekanim na Vtby pak ml\la byt linearni. Tento predpoklad je splnmi pouze Mlltecn6
(obr. 3), pi'i kratkyoh casech jsou patrne odchylky. Jestlize presto provedeme vypocet aktivacn1
H20
energie E podle vztahu (3), dostaneme hodnoty 406 s. 420 kJ/mol pro prostredi N2 a N2
(obr. 4). Strma teplotni zavislost BVMoi o tom, ze se pi'i tekani uplatimje jako dam teplotni
zavisly parametr tlak par. Je ukaze.no, ze vysledky jsou zhruba v souladu se zavislosti rovno·
H20, kdy ae jako
vazneho tlaku par na teplotc (vztah 5), zejmena v piipadl\ prosti'edi N2
reakcni produkt na rozhrani tvoii HB02• Vysledky tedy jsou v souladu s beznou pi'edstavou
o mechanismu vypafovani B203 ve form!\ HB02 , jestlize je k dispozici vodni para. Tim je proce&
vypafovani podstatne urychlen.
Ztraty teke.nim ze skloviny Eutal mohou pres velmi nizky obsah alkalif v tomto skle a po·
ml\rn/1 nizky obsah B203 dosahovat znacnych hodnot v atmosfei'e s vodni parou, jez zvylluje
rychlost tekani vice nez trojnasobne. Rozdflne chovani skloviny Simax ve srovne.ni se sklovinou
Eutal je pricitano rozdflu v obsahu alka.lif a tvorbe cristobalitove vrstvy v pripadl\ Simaxu [I).
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+

Obr.
Obr.
Obr.
Obr.

1. Teplotni zavislot>t ztrat tekanim skloviny Eutal v suchem a vlhkem dtuJiku (doba ex pozice 4 h).
2. Gasova eharakteri8tika tekani akloviny Eutal v auchem a vlhkem dtuJiku pfi 1450 °C.
.1. Zavislost ztrat tekanim na Vtpfi 1450 °C.
4. Zavislost log ztrat tlkanim po 4 h na recip roke teplote v K.

V JIETYq H BAHHE BOPOCH JIMRATHOft CTER JJOM ACCbl .TH IlA l:
Ha fJiaBa'I, Hpma Rpeii'IH

Ka¢e8pa mexHo.aoiuu cu.au1'amoe XUMU1'o-mexnoMJeut«?c1'oeo uncmumyma,
TexHU!f1'a 5, 166 28 llpaea 6
6hIJIH ycTaHOBJieHhI IIOTepH B Bece, BLI8BaHHhI8 yneTy'IHBaHHeM, 6ec�eJIO'IHOH CTeKJI8MaCChI Eutal B rrpep;eJiax TeMrrepaTyphI 1150-1450 °C, a HMeHHO B rroToKe cyxoro H BJiam
aoro aaoTa (PH,o = 20 Kila). CTemm Haxop;HJIOCh B Pt JIOJIO'IKax, aarronHeHHhIX p;o Kpaes,
IIOBepXHOCTb, IIOJIBepraeMafl yJieTy'IHBaHHIO, COCTaBmma npn6JIH8HT8JlbHO 4 CM2. IloTeplI
B Bece 6LIJia ycTaHOBJieHa B3B8illHBaHH8M.
)],JI.II ycTaHOBJieHHfl TeMrrepaTypHOH aaBHCHMOCTH o6pa8I(hl rrop;uepraJIHCb '18TbipeM TeM
nepaTypaM, BpeMH SKCII03lII(1!lI 4 'laca. IloJiy'leHHhle peayJihTaTbI rrpHBOAllTCll Ha pHc. 1.
)],JI.II orrpeAeJieHH.11 xapaKTepa BpeMeHHOH aaBHCHMOCTH rrpOBOAHJIH H8MepeHH.II rrpH TeMrre
paType 1450 °C (pac. 2). Ha o6oax pncyHKOB BHAHO pe8KOe BJIH.IIHHe BO/J;llHOro rrapa Ha
yJieTy'lHBaHHe. ROB1\8HCaT cop;epman 0,28 % no Becy Na, BO BJia)RHOM N 2 - 0,03 % no
Becy Na. CJiep;oBaTeJibHO, OCHOBHhIM yJieTy'IHBaIO�HM KOMIIOH8HTOM llBJl.118TCJl B2 03, nJiu:
6opHall KllCJIOTa.
B cnyqae 61,1c1poro npoTeKaHH.11 rroBepxaocTaoro rrpol(ecca ncrrapeaae yrrpaBmleTcJI
p;mpcpyaneii B pacrrJiaDe COIWJCHO OTHOmeHU:.1114 (1-3). B TaKOM c;,yqae aaBHCHMOCTb llOTepi.
yJieTy'lHBaHHeM OT
/WillRHa 6bITb JIIIH8HHOH. ,D;aHHOe npep;rroJiomeHHe BblllOJIH.110TCJl
TOJibKO OT'laCTH (pIIc. 3), rrpH KpaTKHX OTpe8KaX BpeMeHH BHAHbl OTKJIOHeHH.11. 0AHaKO
ecJIII Bce-TaKH rrpoBOAHTh pac'leT SHeprHH aKTHBaI(HH E corJiaCHO OTHOW8HHIO (3), TO rrony
'IHM BeJIH'lHHhI 406 H 420 K/\lR/MoJI B rnyqae cpep;hl N 2 H N2 H20 (pac. 4). PeaKa.11 TeMnepa1ypHa.11 aaBHCHMOCTb JlBJIHeTCII CBH/\eT8JibCTBOM Toro, 'ITO rrpH yneTy'lHBaHHH HaXOAHT npH
MeHeHHe B Ka'leCTBe p;aJILHeiirnero TeMrrepaTypao annncl'!Moro rrapaMcTpa ,xaBJieHve rrapa.
BbIJIO /:IOKa3aHo, 'ITO peayJibTaTJ,1 HUXOAllTCfl B 061I(eM cornanrn c aaBHCHMOCTblO pa11no11ec
B0ro AaBJieHH.11 rrapa OT TeMrrepaTypbI (OTfJOllleHHe 5), HM8HHO B cnytJae cpeJ.ihI N2 + H20.
CJiep;oBaTeJihHO, peayJILTaTW HaXOJillTCJl B COI'JlaCIIll C o6maM rrpeJICTaBJI8HlleM O MeXaHH8Me
' HcrrapeHH.11 B203 B Bnp;e HB02 B TOM cJiyqae , KOrAa rrpucyTcTByeT BOAlIHOi 11ap. Tam«MI
o6paaoM rrpol(ecc ncrrapean.11 cymccTBeHHo ycKopneTcH.
IloTepH, BhI8BaHHhle yneTy'lHBUHHeM H3 CTeKJIOMaCCbl Eutal p;ame rrpn B8CbMa HU:3KOM
eop;epmaHHH meJIO'leH B p;aHHOM CT0KJl0 H cpaBHHT8JlbHO Hll8KOe co;::1epmaane B203 MoryT
p;OCTH1'8Tb 8Ha'IHTCJibHhIX B8JIII'IIIH B cpep;e C BO;:I,llHhIM rrapoM, KOTOpbIH IIOBblWaeT CKOpOCTb
yJieTy'lHBaHH.11 OOJibme, 'leM B Tf)U paaa. Pa3JIJJ'IHOe IIOBep;eHlie CTeKJIOMacchI Simax B co
lIOCTaBJI0HHH co CTeKJIOMaccOII Eutal o6'bllCHll8TC.II pa8HI,IM cop;epmaHH0M �CJIQ'lii II o6pa30BaHHeM KpHCT06amrTHOro CJI0.11 B CJiy'lae CTCKJIOMaCCbl Simax (1].
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Puc. 1. TeMnepamypna11 aaeucu.Mocmb nomepb yMm1J"UBaHue.M cme,c,ioMaccbl Eutal • 1:yxoM
u BAa:NCHOM aaome (epeMA a,ccnoau!fuu 4 ,iaca).
Puc. 2. Bpe.Menna11, xapa,cmepucmu,ca y.aemy,iueanu11 cme,cao.«accw Eutal II cyzo.M u e.aa:NCHOM
aaome npu me.Mnepamype 1450 •c.
Puc. 3. 3aeucu.«ocmb nomepb y.n,emy,iueanue.M om
npu 1450 •c.
Puc. 4. 3aeucuMocmb log nomepb y.n,emy,iueaHueM nocM 4 ,iacoe om o6pamnoii me.Mnepamyp••
• H.
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